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Young Forever
The Ready Set

Capo 4
(This is the video I tabbed it from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A6Yn1ZmFPqA)
Em C Am7
(Am7 is basically just a regular ol  Am , except the G string is open)
We ll be young forever
We ll be young forever
Em
We can be like prisoners, yeah
And we can be alone
C
We can make a mess like no one knows
Am7
And risk it on our own

Em
Spendin  the money that we don t have Cause we don t care, no-oh
C
Livin  like kings with broken strings
Am7
And our face down to the floor
Em
Livin  with our headphones up
C
We ve got sound and that s enough
Em
Nobody can touch us
C
And we run and we run and we run

Em                      D
Hey, hey, we ll be young forever
C
We ll be young forever  til forever stops We re singing
Em                      D
Hey hey we ll be young forever
C
Tonight will last forever  til our bodies drop
Em
We can run through the night
Write our name up in the sky
C
got the music on our side
Am7
Ain t no body gonna catch us singin 
Em                      D
Hey hey we ll be young forever
C



On the world forever and we ll never stop

The rest of the song basically goes like that.

Em C Am7
Look at us look at us we ll take the whole world by surprise
Million dollar mindset in place, you can see it in our eyes
Everything here is ours to take so come and take your side
Livin  like kings with broken strings
And the beats so synthesized
We can turn the speakers up
Cause we ve got sound and that s enough
Nobody can touch us
And we run and we run and we run

Em D C
Hey, hey, we ll be young forever
We ll be young forever  til forever stops


